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Mutual relations between organizational culture and structure . . one's behaviour in an organization is the result of the
impact of its culture and. structure , as . harmony as dimensions of the organizat ional structure leads to bet ter
performance .. It will do this through a process of institutionalization.

It is a way to motivate their employees and get them to work together. Even though Costco is the biggest
membership warehouse club in America, and designed it structure for success in the management of it
business in the U. The impact of organizational structure on project performance Even though effectiveness is
a fundamental subject in the study of organizations, it still remains one of the commonly mentioned yet least
understood concepts in organization theory. This theory assumes that if managers and employees within an
organization are fully committed to collective principles, customs and morals this will result in positive
outcomes in the organization. The second one is the informal structure, the undocumented one that describes
how participants interact with each other in an organization. Good performing employees working in a
structure that is poorly designed tend to adapt to the poor structure. The first one is the formal structure, the
documented one that describes ranks of individuals, authority channels, departments and grouping of
elements. The observation is that if the organization and its employees share a common culture the
environment makes it easier to share common goals and to follow suitable procedures in achieving them. The
argument is that, if an organization is performing well, there will be collective principles, customs and morals
within the organization. A main foundation of every organization is to post their mission statement and goals
everywhere so that their. In order to do this, they need to have an organized structure to be able to run the
company smoothly. Most, if not all organizations, two types of structures exist. The researchers argue that
high performance within an organization leads to the birth of strong culture. Organizational Culture One
theory that is common in the literature is the strong culture theory. G,  Main skill factors required to meet the
envisioned future include, communication skills to build a therapeutic relationship between colleagues. A
collective culture also has positive impact on motivation in an organization. The impact of organizational
culture on project performance There are also a substantial number of publications that suggest an uncommon
opposite relationship between performance and culture. An organizational structure that can be categorised as
being appropriate is depended on the goals of the organization, the environment that the organizations is doing
business in and the type of work carried out by the organization. These feelings are often amplified by a
performance management system that arbitrarily pushes people for behaving like the system, structure, or
processes they have been forced into Clemmer J,  In addition, the task takes into account the impact of the
culture and the structure of organization on the functions and operation of business. These will be continued to
decrease any issues raising in the organization. However, the various factors which influence the individual
performance and behaviour at work is also given emphasis in this part of the report. Research into the
influences of management on corporate culture include insights from a variety of fields to include business,
economics, politics, psychology, and sociology. To explain further here are my findings for the research i did
for my Masters: 1. It also helps its employees to follow the organizations goals, and work together as a team.
M,  Existence of common culture encourages people to identify with the organization and feel belongingness
and responsibility for it, it is assumed Brown A. Once an organization has made a decision on how it expects
its employees to act in the workplace, what employee attitude it expects, what it wants its employees to
achieve, it can then implement its structure and promote the growth of culture morals and customs to achieve
these anticipated boldness, manners and objectives. The organization structure is the shape to connect different
organizational components to address the business needs. Skill Factors In , there are over employees
nationwide. This culture proves to be more than just a product of high performance but also a critical element
that leads and contributes to the organizational success. Structure does not only lead to increased
organizational capabilities, but also the processes that result in increased performance Wolf D, ; Clemmer J, 
The theory also proves that there is a relationship between strong corporate culture and organization
performance or profits. The employees working in the organization must be given freedom where they can
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express their views as the organization consists of people from different countries by taking this step it would
be helpful for the organization to create an efficient cultural system. D,  Organizational structure is the
gathering of employees to fulfill the work. When properly matched with the strategy for which they were
intended, structure and controls can be a competitive advantage.


